[Listening to and learning from a research made by "children-poets"].
Listeming to and learning from a research made by "children-poets". Cartorime (cartolina/postcard-rhyme) is a "strange" book of poems written by children who encountered suffering, fear, marginalization (children with cancer, hurt by the earthquake, gipsies). Through their words the "children-poets" tell us how hard is the way, but also that everything may become easier if, together, we learn how to enjoy colors, life, and to learn to write, speak and understand the language of poetry. The 27 Cartorime can be sent, flicked through as a book: they take us in a travel where the words become image, shape, drawing, color, taking the hope and courage of inventing life. The Cartorime help to support the projects of the charity Association Zeroconfini.